
this reaction. The yield and radioactivity of proton produced medical 
radioisotope 186Re on accelerator Cyclone—30 are calculated and predicted. 
The calculated results show that it is better to chose the proton energies at 15~ 
18 MeV and the irradiating time less than TW2 — 3.777 d. If the proton ener
gy is 18 MeV and the beam intensity is 350 /xA, the radioactivities of the pro
ducing 186Re are 2.65 and 4.86 Ci for irradiating time 24 and 48 hours, 
respectively. Therefore one can say that it is an effective method for producing 
medical radioisotope ,86Re. 

3.6 Analyses of p+uB, p+nC, and d+uC Reactions 

' Aiming at the production of "C radioactive beam, the various nuclear data 
of p+uB reaction at incident proton energies spanning 1 — 25 MeV were calcu
lated with quasiquantum multistep direct ( QMSD ) theory and 
Hauser—Feshbach ( HF ) theory. The calculations basically agree with the ex
perimental data. The angular distributions in lab. frame of UC produced in the 
reversed geometry reaction 1H(nB,"C)n were deduced. The cross sections of 
p+nC and d+nC reactions induced by n C beam were also predicted. The calcu
lated results show that the experimental measurement to "C+d reaction is 
more feasible than nC+p reaction at HI-̂ -13 tandem accelerator. 

Progress on Calculations of Nuclear 

Data at Tsinghua University 

Chen Zhenpeng 

( Dept. of Phys., Tsinghua University, Beijing ) 

1 Calculating Cross Sections of Direct Inelastic Scattering Neutron 
from Ni 

The code UNF[l1 of Chinese Nuclear Data Center is able to calculate the 
complete neutron data. In the calculation, the direct inelastic scattering ( D . I . 
S. ) cross sections of neutron is input as input data with the format of Legendre 
Coefficient ( L. C. ). Nowadays, an effective way for calculating direct inelastic 
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data is the coupled-channel optical model ( CCOM ). 
The code ECIS88[2] is used, in which some necessary modifications have 

been done to run it in our VAX - computer, and a new subroutine is pro
grammed to obtain and output L. C. simultaneously. So it's more convenient 
in the evaluation of the nuclear data. The maximum term of the Legendre 
polynomials is determined by the code. The output format is : 

tfnn'CE) ^o to A\o 
The relative formula'31 for calculating differential scattering cross section is : 

10 

da(6,E) / dfl = caa,(E) / In £ ( 21 + 1 ) / 2 A ¿E) P,(0) (1) 
1-0 

Here, <Jnn>(E) is the integrated cross section of D. I. S., -<40=1. 
We have finished the calculations of D. L. S. for 5 isotopes of Ni. The 

even—even nuclei of Ni show fairly clear vibrational spectra, so 
for 58Ni, 60Ni, 62Ni and MNi, the harmonic vibrational model is used, but 
for 61Ni a better way is to use symmetric rotational model approximation. The 
selected coupled-levels are taken form Ref. [4], they are listed in Table 1. 

Table 1 The coupled-levels of * "*• "•62, MN¡ 

Element 

1 
58Ni 

"•Ni 

"Ni 

"Ni 

"Ni 

Spin, parity and energy ( MeV ) of levels 

Ground 

0+ (0 .6) 

0+ ( 0.0 ) 

- y - (0 .0) 

0+ ( 0.0) 

0+ ( 0.0 ) 

1st level 

2+ (1.4545) 

2+ (1.3325) 

- y - (0.0624) 

2+ ( 1.1729) 

2+ (1.3458) 

2nd level 

4+ (2.4591) 

2+ (2.1586) 

- y - (0.2830) 

0+ ( 2.0486 ) 

0+ (2.3163) 

3rd level 

0+ ( 2.2849 ) 

- y - (0.6672) 

2+ (2.3018) 

2+ (2.3163) 

4th level 

4+ ( 2.5058 ) 

- y - (0.6672) 

4+ ( 2.3364 ) 

4+ ( 2.6528 ) 

In the calculations, the spherical optical model parameters are used with 
some modifications on them. These parameters were obtained by fitting the ex
perimental data ranging from 10 keV to 20 MeV. The geometrical parameters 
are constant. The depths of optical potentials change with energy of incident 
neutron isn(lab), mass number A, charge number Z. They are given as 
follows[5] : 

Geometries ( fm ) : ilr = .Rl0= 1.1764, ' Rs = Ry= 1.3191 
ar = as0 = 0.7284, v4s = ¿ v = 0.4110 
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Well Depths ( MeV ) : 
VT(En)= 54.103-0.1183£n-0.0141£2+17.5894 ( A-2 Z ) / A 
Wv(Ea) = -1 J4S4En+0.253En 

Ws(En) = 12.0-0.1545£n-l .2687£2 

rso(£n) = 3.1 
In the coupled-channel calculations the depth of imaginary potential 

W% is decreased by a factor of 0.70 to 0.74 ( see next section ). There are a lot 
of research work about the deformed parameter of Ni[ 6] we take photon 
amplitude /? = 0.22 ± 0.01 in these calculations. 

2 Research on Using Parameters of SOM in Calculation of CCOM 

There are a lot of optical model parameters for deformed nuclei, which in 
fact were got from spherical nuclei approximation ( SOM ), therefore it is very 
difficult to search a optimum optical model parameters for a deformed nucleus 
by using the coupled channel optical model ( OCOM ). 

When we make exact calculation of CCOM for a deformed nucleus for 
which there are no deformed optical model parameters, an effective way is to 
use the optical model parameters of SOM of it as primary values, most of them 
keep originally values, but the few have to be changed to a certain. 

A systematics research for some medium heavy nuclei, for example Lu, Hg, 
Tl and 238U has been done with CCOM code ECIS88[2]. It shows that the 
depths of imaginary potential and the radii of real potential are the most sensi
tive. The range of change is different for the different deformed parameter 
¡}2. For P2 from 0.1 to 0.25, the depths of imaginary potential must be de
creased by 25 to 35 percent, the radius of real potential must be increased by 1 
to 3 percent. 

The criterion for changed range is that the calculated total cross section 
and elastic differential scattering cross section of CCOM are agreement with the 
values of SOM. 

In calculation of harmonic vibrational model with CCOM, the depths of 
imaginary potential must be decreased too. Because the imaginary parts of 
SOM include the contribution of direct inelastic scattering, but in CCOM this 
contribution is excluded from Ws and Wy, so the Ws and / or Wv used in 
CCOM must be decreased. 

3 The Reduced R—matrix Analysis of n+160 Between 6.2 and 10.5 
MeV 
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The R—matrix analysis on n+ l60 for En<6.2 MeV has been finished in 
Ref. [7]. Two channels.( n,160 ) and ( a0,

,3C ) only were considered in that work. 
When En> 6.2 MeV, some other channels give out rather large contribution. As 
a further development of Ref. [7] to higher energies, the reduced R-matrix code 
RAC92[8] is employed to analyze the data of n+ ,60 for En = 6.2 to 10.5 MeV. 
The Lane and Thomas[9] formula were adopted in RAC92, in which 

* ¿ . = E * * i* Au> (2)-

t ^ " 1 ] „ , = < * , - S (Ej-E) è u - \ r* (3) 

Where c and c' are the channels, Rc>c is the reduced R—matrix element, y is 
the reduced amplitude of residual channel, Au is the level-matrix element, 
Ex is the position of level, ru, is the total reduced width of all eliminated chan
nels. In this work n+ ,60 and a0+

13C are taken as residual channels, other chan
nels is represented by one channel—eliminated channel, the relative parameter is 

The used experimental data are <7tot of Cierjack et al.[10], the elastic scat
tering differential cross sections of Schracktll] Kiney1'21, Glendnning1,3] and 
Borker[l4]; a of Bair et al.[l5í, which is renormalized with factor 1.7 to 

" " o 

match Ref. [7]. The details of relative data and channel configuration are listed 
in Table 2. 

Tabic 2 The channel configuration and relative data 

order 

1 

2 

3 

Reaction 

, 60(n,n)'60 

n+ , 6 0 
,6O(n,a0),3C 

Total 

channel 

n+ , 6 0 

«o+'3C 

reduced 

£„ ( MeV ) 

6.2 to 9.8 

6.2 to 10.5 

6.2 to 8.8 

radius ( fm ) 

4.4326 

6.1639 

no 

Type 

d f f r a / dn 

fftot 

a 

3 

'max 

4 

4 

no 

Points 

320 

280 

156 

756 

In this analysis 84 levels are involved. For 0<£A<5.8 MeV, there are 31 
levels, which were taken from Ref. [7] and the parameters of them were fixed. 
There are 11 distant background levels with fixed positions E x. So about 90 
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parameters were adjusted to fit the experimental data. Fig. 1 shows that the 
agreement between the calculated values and the experimental data for 
<rtot and (Tna is very good. The results for fitting d<7nn / dQ are good too. 

2000 

400 

8 8.5 
£„(MeV) 

Fig. 1 Total cross section ( upper ) and (n,oc) cross section ( down ) 
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Progress in FKK Multistep Compound Reaction Theory 

Li Baoxian Su Zongdi 

( Chinese Nuclear Data Center, IAE ) 

The three refinements to the FKK multistep compound reaction (MSC ) 
theory are given as described below. 

1 Angular Momentum in MSC Theory 

The original FKK theory1'1 treaded the incident nucléons as being spinless 
'and assumed that the target nucleus spin is zero, so the double-differential 
cross section formula and the transition matrix elements are given in the 1—s 
coupling. In present work, the angular momentum coupling factors are deduced 
in both the transition matrix element and the geometrical coefficient in the 
differential cross section formula, when the incident nucleón is treated as a 
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